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Realization of a virtual experiment system of gun
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Abstract. In this paper, the research is focused on the virtual reality (VR) technology and its application to
the gun firing tests. A gun firing test system based on virtual reality is proposed. As an example, a vertical
target and firing stability tests of self-propelled gun are implemented. A launching dynamic model is estab-
lished, and simulation analysis is done by using ADAMS software and external trajectory procedure. The
self-propelled gun model is actuated in the virtual scene by the dynamic analysis data. The simulation results
show that this system can clearly realize the gun firing test processand satisfies the real time requirement of
system simulation, so that the experiment costs and the gun design cycle can be reduced.
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1 Introduction

Traditional gun design work needs lots of firing tests after the prime prototype gun has been designed[4, 6].
The overall project of the prototype gun should be modified by the data obtained from the firing tests of
strength, stability and intensity. Different from light weapons, the live firing test of gun needs large firing area
and costs too much testing funds, and the insecurity will increase especially for the live firing tests of long-
range gun and super-range gun. Recently, the method of traditional firing test has been improved due to the
appearance of virtual reality technology. The whole process of the gun firing test is realized by combining the
simulation prototype designed by virtual prototyping technique with the virtual environment for the gun firing
test. The design parameters and the test environment can be changed directly, therefore the design project
can be validated, the design cycle will be shortened, the design expenditure can be reduced, and the product
quality will be improved.

Virtual reality[7] is considered as senior stage simulation. In this virtual reality system, the virtual proto-
type model of gun is set up, and the simulation analysis is done[8]. Data obtained from the dynamic simulation
are transferred into the virtual environment, by which the gun can be driven and the whole process of the gun
firing test can be experienced by three-dimensional visual and hearing equipments.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. The launching dynamic model of the self-propelled gun is
built in section 2. External trajectory simulation is given in section 3. Virtual tests are implemented in section
4 and conclusions are drawn in section 5.

2 Launching dynamic simulation

The structure of tracked self-propelled gun consists of chassis, turret, cradle and recoil. The four major
components are joined by the turret mount, the elevating gear, the balancer, and the counter recoil system.
The traversing fire angle is controlled by the rotary turret; the elevating fire angle is controlled by the action
of cradle and elevating gear; and the run function of the self-propelled gun is achieved by the chassis device.
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The steps of the whole launching dynamic simulation process are as follows: Firstly, the dynamic model
is built. Secondly, the analysis conditions are set up and the simulation program is run. Finally, the simulation
results are processed, and the useful curves are output. Fig. 1 illustrates the model of the self-propelled gun in
the dynamic software ADAMS.

Fig. 1. Dynamic model of the gun

Inertial coordinate system OXYZ is set up: point O is the default origin of the ADAMS, Axis OX parallels
with the bore axis, and the direction pointing to muzzle is positive. The axis OY is vertical and upward, and
the axis OZ is defined by the right-hand rule. The active forces in the dynamic system are as follows: gun tube
resulting force, gravity, explosive gas propulsive force on the projectile. The unsteady forces include recoil
force and recuperator force. The force mentioned above, the time, and the relationship between generalized
coordinate have been described completely and correctly after sufficient research[5]. Thus, all the forces can
be programmed by use of FORTRAN language, and transferred momentarily in the simulation process.

Based on the physical process of the launch, assumptions are as follows:
(1) The gun is placed on the horizontal ground and braked by the drive wheels while the suspension is

unlocked;
(2) The tube is connected with 21 rigid parts by the girders without mass, cradle, turret, hull and 12

suspensions are rigid body;
(3) The recoil and cradle are coupled by the recoiling part. Relative to the cradle, the counter recoil does

the rectilinear motion along the bore axis;
(4) The force and the moment are known functions which are provided by elevating gear, traversing gear,

recoil apparatus and recuperator;
(5) The soil has elasticity, and the counterforce of solid is a function of the generalized coordinate and

the generalized speed.
The conditions of the simulation are as follows: normal temperature, full charge, hollow base projectile,

0 ˚ elevation angle, 0 ˚ horizontal fire. Using the solver module of ADAMS, the dynamic simulation is done,
and the useful curves are exported.

3 External trajectory simulation

Fire density and fire accuracy are important indicators to evaluate the gun system. The vertical target
dispersion mainly reflects the impact of gun system on the fire density. The factors affecting the accuracy of
fire are complex, including charge ingredients, shape, weight, arrangement, projectile shape, weight, location
of the mass centre and centre deviation, the force on the gun system, the movement of the gun, and the firing
operation steps, weather conditions, and the variety of fire control system, command and control system,
operating and aiming system, etc. All of the conditions mentioned above are random variable. The random
variable of the elevation angle and direction angel can be changed by the launching dynamic model, and the
descent point of the projectile can be calculated by use of external trajectory procedure, thus the vertical target
dispersion are obtained.

The firing data are computed by the external trajectory procedure[3], the equations in inertial coordinate
system are obtained:
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Some of the parameters are considered as constant, τ0n = 288.9, R = 29.27, G = 6.328 × 10−3, A =
230, B = 6.328× 10−3, C = 1.172× 10−6, g = 9.8, Cx0n( vα) = 0.3.

Initial conditions, t = 0, X = 0, Y = 0, v = v0, θ = 0 (grazing firing). v0 can be obtained form the
dynamic simulation.

The vertical target density formulas are introduced:

Elevating probability error, Ba = 0.6745

√
nP
1

(∆Yi)2

n−1 ,

Azimuth probability error, Bb = 0.6745

√
nP
1

(∆Zi)2

n−1 ,

Where, ∆Yi− elevation coordinate deviation from the centre of clustering (Meter), ∆Yi = Yi − YcP ;
∆Zi− azimuth coordinate deviation from the centre of clustering (Meter), ∆Zi = Zi − ZcP ; YcP , ZcP−
clustering coordinate(Meter), YcP =

Pn
1 Yi

n , ZcP =
Pn

1 Zi

n , n− the number of projectile; Yi and Zielevation,
azimuth coordinate of each projectile.

4 Realization of virtual test

Graphics engineers build a 3-dimensional firing area databases in Open Flight format combining data
from different sources: CAD layout[2] of the self-propelled gun, FLT format models. All elements of the
objects must be removed before they are used to texture polygons in the scene. The run time software is Vega,
which underlies the application software and provides visual effects such as fog, clouds, lights, articulation of
vehicle models, rotation of propeller blades and blinking lights.

4.1 System of hardware and software

With the demands of high speed operation and good immersion, the firing test system of gun based on
virtual reality needs the corresponding computer hardwares and softwares. In this system, the software system
includes WindowsXP, Visual C++ 6. 0, MultiGen Vega (modeling for virtual environment) and MultiGen
Creator (modeling for some static objects and the self-propelled gun). The hardware system includes AMD
Athlon MP2000+ (double CPU), SCSI hard disks, Graphics accelerate card (256M) and 21-inch monitor.
The 3-dimensional observation system includes Stereographics’ CrystalEye stereo-glasses and stereo-Infrared
transmitters.
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4.2 Virtual environment

A virtual environment is constructed for the firing test in this paper. The typical virtual scene is composed
of a background of 7,000 to 12,000 polygons, and about ten 3-D moving models and buildings. In order to
optimize the computational demands of rendering the scene, the self-propelled gun model is drawn at many
levels of detail, depending on the distances of the model from the eye point. Thus, polygonal texture and the
technique of LOD (levels of detail) are applied to the self-propelled gun, the firing area, and some buildings.
Accurately representing a gun firing test is a challenging task. For dynamic models, not only the authenticity
of the geometric shapes, but also the movement coherence between the dynamic models and the objects in
real world are considered.

The structure of the whole self-propelled gun in virtual environment is shown in Fig. 2. The recoiling part
can both do the rotating motion with the turret and do the pitching motion with the elevating part; meanwhile
it can do the counter-recoil motion itself. The suspension parts are road wheels of the gun.

One distinctive advantage of the virtual experiment is that users can interact and adjust the environment
by using keyboard and mouse, and the firing conditions also can be changed. Meanwhile, under the gravity,
the curvilinear motion of the projectile can also be represented.

In the aspect of trigger special effects[1], we code according to the time series and the promoting events,
and the location of the special effects can also be changed accompany with the moving objects. For example,
the flames in muzzle when the gun is launching and the explosions when the projectile hitting to the target.

Fig. 2. The structure of the gun

4.3 Instance

As an example, a vertical target test of self-propelled gun is implemented, and the virtual experiment
has been set up. Using the dynamic model of the self-propelled gun and the external trajectory procedure, we
obtain the dynamic data and filter the important data which can describe the characteristic of the stability and
density for the gun launching, then drive the self-propelled gun and projectile in the virtual environment, so
the changes of the dynamic parameters and the gun physical characteristic can also be observed in the virtual
reality system. Fig. 3 shows the vertical displacement of the hull. From this figure, we can conclude that the

Fig. 3. Vertical displacement of the hull
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Fig. 4. Vertical displacement of the projectile

Fig. 5. Horizontal displacement of the projectile

stability is guaranteed in the processes of launching. Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 demonstrate that the mass center of the
projectile departures from the bore axis, and the displacement in axis Y is greater than in axis Z because of
the contacting and impacting among the rotating band, front band and tube internal wall. Since the influence
from the movement and vibration of the gun barrel to the projectile, the initial disturbance is engendered, and
the vertical target dispersion is induced. The vertical target dispersion is shown in Fig. 6. And Fig. 7 illustrates

Fig. 6. Vertical target dispersion ellipse Fig. 7. Virtual experiment system

the whole launching process in the virtual reality system.

5 Conclusion

We obtain the parameters of the gun launching dynamic by using ADAMS, and implement the virtual
reality system to test gun performance. Combining virtual environment with the virtual reality software Vega,
we can experience either the vibration process when marching and launching, or the rotating movement and
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pitching movement when operating and aiming personally and immersely. With the development of computer,
Graphics, and sensor technique, the virtual reality technique of gun has good foreground.
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